


Nelson Pass is an interesting guy. Meeting him at this year’s “Burning Amp Festival,” he’s 
still got a twinkle in his eye, kind of like Santa Claus. He’s still learning and remains very 
excited about building amplifiers – it shows in his creations. When he could simply rest on 
the reputation established by the massive XS monoblocks and XA.8 series amplifiers, 
this jewel exists.

Rated at 25 watts per channel into an 8-ohm load, the XA25 doubles its output into 4 ohms and 
again into 2 ohms, able to supply 200 watts of peak power per channel into a 2-ohm load. So again into 2 ohms, able to supply 200 watts of peak power per channel into a 2-ohm load. So 
you can say the XA25 has an incredibly robust power supply. 

Priced at $4,900 the XA25 isn’t cheap, but it’s not a ton of money either. Especially in comparison 
to the XS300 monoblocks that I’ve been using as my reference for years now. The delicacy, 
musicality, and control that I’m used to with those $90,000 amplifiers is right here with the XA25. 
And much like the early Pass Aleph or First Watt amplifiers, there is a level of inner detail retrieval 
that even the mighty XS300s can’t quite muster – though they are exceptional for big amplifiers. 
Nelson Pass has always been about the quality of the “first watt,” and all his designs have it, in 
abundance – but this little amp is special.abundance – but this little amp is special.

Size isn’t always everything

I’d be tempted to tell you that you need efficient speakers with a sensitivity rating of 92db/1 watt 
or better, but I’d be wrong. Putting the XA25 into a system with the 86db/1 watt Magnepan .7s 
proves a brilliant choice, and believe it or not this system really moves some air. Magnepans with 
a 25 watt per channel class A amp? Ever experience a pair of Mark Levinson ML-2s with Tympanis? 

Journeyman Audiophile:  Sound over a G.

The Pass Labs XA25
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